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Dale R . Eggen

NEW SALES CIRCUIT MANAGER

Based upon the efforts of the Sales Circuit Committee chaired by Mario Wiedenmeier,
I am very pleased indeed to announce the appointment of a new Sales Circuit Manager

with the unanimous approval of the Board of Directors . He is

George Gutohrlein
1039 Oakland Avenue
Menlo Park, California 94025

Telephone :

	

(415) 325-0478

He will be assisted by members Walter Roosli and Steve Maygar . These three members

who live in close proximity makes an ideal situation as work load is much more than
is fair and reasonable for one person . Many thanks to Howard Rieman and his wife
who have undertaken this effort the past several years and who can personally
attest to the extensive work effort required.

Also, a very special thanks from myself to Mario who drew upon the experience of
past managers and the experience of other Societies in laying the ground work
for a new, organized Sales Circuit function for our Society and to all who
inquired/volunteered for the position.

Based upon what we have learned from our past experience (especially the work load
involved), all are very enthusiastic that a major step forward will soon be seen
in our Sales Circuit Department.

POSITION OF AUCTION MANAGER

My sincere appreciation to Bill Lucas who has agreed to continue as Auction Manager.
With the great and continued improvements he has brought to our Auction and the
great job he has done, his loss would have been a deep one.

OUR SLIDE PROGRAMS (AUDIO/VISUAL PROGRAMS)

Howard Bauman will be shortly introducing a new slide program on the Sitting
Helvetia Imperforate issues . Our slide program efforts are truly one of the
outstanding success areas of our Society . Howard has introduced two major slide

programs this year bringing the total to five . Over 500 people view these programs
annually . The slide programs are available, for mailing costs only, to the
philatelic community at large.

These programs are tape narrated and run about 50 minutes . The Society can be
extremely proud of this area and the outstanding accomplishments of Howard's
efforts .



Talk
to
me!

- Our National Convention has come and gone . As of this press date

I have not received any report(s), so I guess we all will find out
how it went in the next issue.

Further to the report from the BBZ about a new major error, see

page 318, I have just spotted the item coming under the hammer at

the "Brief Auktion Zürich" on November 18/19, 1983 . The lot number

is 789, starting bid is 500 .- sFr., but to get it you will probably have to sell

one of your children! The stamp has a slightly short perf (UR), but who cares

under the circumstances . If anyone is interested to obtain this rare and probably

for ever unique piece call H .R.Schwarzenbach, telephone 01/251 4612 . I am sure

he would be delighted to take your winning bid . . . Talking about auctions, anyone

serious about Swiss collecting should be on the mailing list for the catalogs of

some of the major Swiss auction houses . Even if you don't bid often the photo-

plates are worth a thousand words : variety and quality! For those of you who do

not know where to start, just drop me a note with an SASE.

- Cover : A closeup view of a mill transfer in progress at the Stamp printing Of-

fice in Bern . The cover goes with the text in the Standing Helvetia installment,

as well as a more detailed account titled "Terms, terms,

terms" which starts on page 316 . It's pretty much the

same view, but seen from a different angle, that served

as a basis for the design of Z 647 of 1980.

-

	

Important news on page 317 regarding 1984 dues and

the frequency of publication of TELL in the future.
HR

Result on the Northern New Jersey AHPS Chapter:

Early September I mailed letters to 44 AHPS members in
the New York City and Northern New Jersey area, trying to
find a way to rejuvenate the Chapter . It turned out that
more questions were raised and it will take more work for
the members in the region to either change the location or
consolidate some transportation problems.

The result was 16 replies and I want to thank all for
taking time to write . The majority (11) stated that Fair
Lawn is either too far or they have a problem with trans-
portation, be it that they are too old to drive at night
or that they don't want to drive that far at night.

Another proposal was made to move the Chapter closer or
into Westchester County (then drawing the members from
Southern Connecticut) or New York City or Long Island or
start a Chapter there . To that I can only reply that the
members in these regions should start looking into that.

The proposal was also made to change the meeting time
to Sunday afternoons to avoid the risk of night time crime,
a great fear expressed by older members . Then it was also
mentioned to publish an extended program in Tell to

interest some members. Most members are interested in the
Chapter if some of the problems could be ironed out . If I can

be of additional help, please drop me a note.

Rudy Schaelchli
Reg . Director East
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I- INSTALLMENT 7

Translator's Mrs . Helen McDanniel was born and raised in the Palatinate region

Biography :

	

of West Germany . She studied chemistry at BASF, subsequently em-

igrated to the U .S. where she married an Air Force officer . Her

husband's career of 21 years took them all over the world and in-

cluded such highlights as a tour in Japan and two 3-year terms in

Iran. During all this time Mrs . McDanniel found it rather difficult

to pursue her vocation in chemistry, so she changed to teaching

English and German and handled occasionally translation work like
the translating of German WWII documents from the Italiantheater

as well as the simultaneous translations of speeches by visiting

dignitaries . At present, she is teaching English and citizenship

to immigrants from all over the world and is also involved in the
re-training of Indochinese refugees . She still visits her family

in Germany quite frequently and stays in contact with friends all

over the world.

3 . PRINTING METHODS

INTRODUCTION

The series "Stehende Helvetia" was done in what is generally
known as "copper plate printing" . Copper plate printing is a
very old process which was already used in the Middle Ages for

the purpose of reproduction . The best known examples of stamps
with copper plate printing are the world-famous "penny black" of

Great Britain, and the first editions of the "Mauritius".

Stamps printed by the recess method can have several origins of
reproduction:

a) Electrotype
The original engraving is reproduced in a galvanized bath, and

these reproductions are then assembled into flat printing plates.
All stamps of the "Stehende Helvetia" edition are made by using
plates obtained by this method, except for the 25 Cts . and 40 Cts.
type II, on white paper.

b) The mill or molette
The design is engraved in its desired size and then pressed onto

a steel ring called the "molette" . This molette is used to transfer
the stamp design to the printing form many times (for example 10G,
200 or 400 times) with several tons of pressure . At the turn of the
century these printing forms were flat, today they are cylindrical.
This process was used for type II of the 25 Cts . and the 40 Cts.
values on white paper.

c) The etching

In this process the original is reproduced photographically . In
several transfer steps it is then etched chemically onto the print-
ing form . This process, developed to absolute perfection today,
was first used for the Pro-Juventute stamps of 1929, executed by
J . Enschede, Haarlem (NL) .
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Process a) and b) will be explained in more detail since a
better understanding will be of help later on.

3 .1 THE COPPER PRINT

THE ORIGINAL ENGRAVING

Using the drawing approved by the Postal Authorities, the
engraver tools a mirror image of the stamp design in its final
size on a steel or copper plate, a process demanding superb
craftsmanship.

From this mirror image engraving, a right-sided original was
produced . The deeper a line of the stamp design was engraved,
the more ink was taken out of this furrow during the ensuing
printing, and the darker these parts would be on the printed
stamp.

THE PRODUCTION OF THE PRINTING FORM

In the gravure process the printing plate shows the stamp
design as a more or less deeply recessed image . The desired ink
is poured into these depressions . Then the surface of the print-
ing form is thoroughly wiped clean, so that only the ink in the
depressions is transferred onto the paper.

The production of the printing form in the intaglio process
is done via a galvanized bath during which duplicate copper
plates are made from the original engravings.

.29

At first, small "blocks" of 5, 10, or 25 stamps were produced
through these repeated reproductions of stamp designs . Later on,
complete printing forms were assembled . For example, for the
50 Cts . values of 1901-1907 10 single reproductions were made
at first.

This method resulted in specific characteristics in each of
these 10 individually made stamp designs, such as

	

peculiar
dotted lines and other irregularities.

Such plates of 10 were then reproduced 10 times and a plate
of 100 was made that way . This is called the original plate in
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this book . This original plate was, in turn, reproduced into
printing plates of 200 to 400 stamps each . Of course, during
each phase of the manufacturing process "patrixes" (raised stamp
design) as well as "matrixes" (recessed stamp design) were made.
The galvanized reproduction process, from the original engrav-
ing to the printing plate, was not always done by following the
same procedure . Each printer had developed his own process . The
work process was subjected to several changes during the 25-year
printing period of the "Stehende Helvetia ." For example the
reproduction steps 1 :5 :25 :100 :200 of the 25 Cts . values from
the first printing plates made by Müllhaupt, also appeared in
400 on some sheets . At the turn of the century the printer
Girardet used the reproduction steps 1 :10 :100 :400 . However, for
the 20 Cts . values intermediate steps of 20 and 200 were added.
Between these two periods an entirely different process was
used for the new values of 30 Cts . and 3 Fr . The third printer,
Benzinger, used plates already used by his predecessor, either
to print stamps directly, or to make new electrotypes . Further
information, as well as the exceptions, can be seen in the
following synoptical table 11 .3 .*

THE ORIGINAL PLATES

	

p .31
In contrast to the custom up to now, the various values of the
"Stehende Helvetia" are classified by original plates, and are
shown in detail in the synoptical table 11 .4 .**

To get a better overview, the various values and the ref-
erence to their original plates are listed here:

20 Cts . only original
only original

plate
plate

I
II

66A, 66B, 66c, 66D

25 Cts .
original plate I+II 66E, 86A, 86C, 94A

Type I only original plate I 67A, 67B, 67C, 67D, 73D
only original

original
plate
plate

II
I+II

73E, 87A

Type II 93A , 93B, 95A, 95B
30 Cts . only original

only original
plate
plate

I
II

68A, 68c, 96A, 96B

40 Cts .
original plate I+II 68D, 68E, 88A

Type I only original plate I 69A, 69B, 69C, 69D
only original

original
plate
plate

II
I+II

69E

Type II 76F, 89A, 89B, 97A, 97B
only original plate I50 Cts . 70A, 70B, 70C, 70D
only original plate II 90A, 90C

original plate I+II 74D, 74E, 98A
1 Fr . only original plate I 71A, 71B, 71C,

	

71E, 91C
only original plate II 75D, 75E

original plate I+II 71D, 91D, 99A, 99B

* The translation of this table fell thru the crack. I'll try to rectify this
situation, have it typeset and reproduce it here, hopefully in the next issue.

** Will reproduce this table here for the record but without translation . Should
you get stuck in understanding it just remember to drop a card . - Ed .
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3 Fr .

	

only print plate I*

	

72C, 72F, 100A, 100B

only original plate Il*

	

- , 92A, 92C
print plate I+OPII	72D

THE PRINTING PLATES

During the first 6 years, that is from 1881-1886, the "Ste-
hende Helvetia" was printed by the firm Müllhaupt and Son in
Bern . The contract was then given to the printer Girardet, also
in Bern, from 1886 until 1907, and then from 1907 on to the
publishing house Benzinger and Company, Inc ., in Einsiedeln,
the only one of the three publishers still in existence today.

A multiplicity of printing plates have been in use during the

long period of this issue . In the archives of the PTT there is
a register of "relief and printing plates, as well as other
original plates for copper printed stamps ."

According to this document the following original engravings
exist:

9/27/1881** 1 each original engraving of the values 20, 25, 40,

50 Cts . and 1 Frank
7/23/1890** 1 original engraving of the value 3 Frank
1/29/1892** 1 original engraving of the value 30 Cts.

7/05/1907* * 1 original engraving of the values 25 and 40 Cts ./
type II

The above mentioned register from the archives further states
that up to the turn of the century at least the following print-
ing plates were made:

p.31

Shortly before the turn of the century new printing plates with
400 stamp areas each were made for all values, using the orig-
inal engravings . Since the entire reproduction process was done
anew, beginning with the original die, new original plates of

100 stamp areas resulted . An overview is given in the synopti-

cal table 11 .3.
At the time of the introduction of each value, the printing

plates produced in 1900 and 1901 have the detail marked at
the bottom of the new original plates or proofs.

* Remarks : There was probably no original plate made for the 3 Fr . value from

1891-1900 . The original plate which seems to be from the same time as the

ones from the other values, 1901, has thus been given the index II . See also

detailed explanations in the chapter on the 3 Fr . values.

** Date of storage, not of the engraving.
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For the utilization of printing plates which are grouped
under the original plate II we refer you to the tables and
sketches of the values concerned.

In a document of October 10, 1908 Mr . Müller, 1st Secretary
of the Postal Service in Bern states, that the firm Benzinger
and Company, Inc . of Einsiedeln, destroyed those of the steel
plates in nitric acid bath which had not been returned to the
postal administration.

3 .2 THE TRANSFER PROCESS

In contrast to the copper print process where a "flat" print-
ing plate is made from a "flat" original in a galvanized
reproduction process, the recess printing uses a small, cylin-
drical steel ring, called a "molette" .*

The engraver executed an original die, which, after it has
been hardened, is transferred onto the ring (molette) through
immense pressure . After that, the molette, which now has a
raised design of the stamp also is hardened and used to repro-
duce as many stamp fields as necessary (e .g . 100 times) onto
the printing plate in a transfer machine.

Four such 100-per-copy plates were assembled into one print-
ing block . Later on one of these plates was used as the orig-
inal plate, or proof, to make a 200-per-copy printing block in
a galvanized bath . We direct your attention to the applicable
chapters of 25 Cts ., type II, and 40 Cts ., type II . Even though
the design was maintained unchanged for the 25-year usage of
the issue, slightly changed original engravings were made for
the 40 Cts . (1904) and the 25 Cts . (1906) values . The left
part of the oval does not appear in cross form anymore, and is
lined horizontally only instead ; the number indicating the
value in the corners, as well as the large numbers, are slight-
ly changed (e .g . the closed 4 .) Besides that, the word "Franc"
is changed at the bottom left and right . The printing with
these new plates distinguishes itself, especially in the begin-
ning, by an extremely well-defined reproduction of the design.

The choice of wards in this statement of the original text referring to a
"flat" plate is awkward, or at the least, misleading . Because, a closed look at
a matrix pressed into a die, or if the alternate method used, the "alto" ob-
tained from hanging the original die directly in the electrolytic bath, will
reveal a raised image that is no different from the one appearing on a mill
cylinder. There is simply nothing ever "flat" when dealing with printing re-
production processes, not even in lithography, which normally is referred to
as the "flat" printing method . Even there, a close look with the magnifying
glass will show you different depth levels in the plate . - Ed.

Table 11 .4 next two pages . See also 316-317 .

	

To be continued.

Let's see if you are good catalog observers . The new
Swiss 84 catalogs list one Swiss stamp of more modern
times (last 50 years) that has appreciated 731 .7% per
year in its special application . Its not a variety of
any sort, just plain stuff . . . I urge all of you to get
a new 84 catalog ; two different ones might even be
better, as there are price differences among them .

	

HR
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A close-up view of a mill ring

or transfer roll (called
"molette" in Switzerland.

TERMS, TERMS, TERMS . . . This

was another one of those trans-

lation segments . . . difficult

for the pros and very tough

for the layman (or laywoman as
in our case) . I ended up making
a few changes in the name of

accuracy, as all of a sudden in
texts like the one we are

dealing with differences between

an etching and an engraving be-
come important, otherwise the

unsuspecting reader will quickly

drown in garbled jargon.
One item in this issue's seg-

ment deserves a bit more expla-

nation, not necessarily as it

relates to the Standing Helvetia

issues (I believe only two were

transferred that way), but to

stamp production as a whole:

The die and mill transfer proc-
ess, in French called "le

moletage" and in German "das Molet-

tier-Verfahren" or "der Präge-

Umdruck" . Invented by Jacob Perkins and Joshua Bacon, the process has been

used in the production of the majority of the early U.S. stamps and those

of many other countries . It's based on the fact that steel can be made al-

ternately hard or soft as is needed . The process is sometimes called "sidero-

graphy" and an operator is a "siderographist", although the Swiss call him

a "miller" (not the same that grinds your flour . . .).

Why do I think the process deserves a bit more of our time? First, I

believe it to be an exciting stage in the whole stamp production cycle, demand-

ing infinite precision work and second, it's here where some of the less

banal aspects of philately have their origin es many of the varieties such

as double-hits, short transfers, triple transfers, re-entries, shifted

transfers etc. are born here.

On the cover of this issue you see a transfer in process on a "
Transferier-maschine" at the Stamp printing Office in Bern. The end product of the exercise

shown is, I am sure, in all of your albums . Likewise the 70 cts value issued

in 1980, showing the same machine in graphics by Max Müller. But what else

goes on in this multi-stage operation? For the answer to that let's turn

to the expert and I quote the late Mr . H .E.Gaudard, former Dept . head of the

PTT:

	

"(once the engraver has completed his work) . . .the original (negative)

engraving is sent to the Stamp printing office of the PTT in Bern, where it

is re-examined in every detail . The head printer than takes several hand-

impressions in various colorings . To decide upon the right shade is by no

means so easy . Before the engraving can be passed on to the next process, it

has to be hardened . The steel plate duly heated to a certain temperature, is

hung up by the chief miller in a salt-bath hardening oven where, immersed in
a couch of Cyankali salts, it is heated to 1562° F . After an hour, during

which the temperature sinks to 13820 F, the redhot metal plate is taken out

and plunged into a solution of salt water . Now the original engraving is

hard enough to bear heavy weight . Then the master printer attaches it in the
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stamping press opposite to a small steel roller the mill. Under the in-
creased pressure of 1800 to 11,000 lbs per 1 cm' the mill is repeatedly
rolled on the plate, till the picture is positively fixed upon it . As a pre-
cautionary measure the positive stamping process is repeated four times.
Each positive is numbered at the side of the milling ring, so that at any

future time it may be seen which of them had already been used to make a
form cylinder.

Now the mill goes through the same hardening process as the original
steel engraving . It serves, on its part, in the manufacturing of the press
cylinder. Now a trial of patience begins for the miller . Corresponding
to the number of stamps in the two or four parts of the cylinder surface

he mints the stamps, picture for picture, into the steel sleeve . In this

process he dare not swerve by a hundredth millimeter to the left, right, up
or down: for the rows of stamps must accord to a hair with the needle
arrangement of the perforating block . Several stampings must be made until
the stamp picture lies deep enough, each time with increased pressure.

Like the sealing wax when sealing, the metal evades the pressure on

stamping. Below the row of stamp pictures a roll will be formed which must be
cleaned off with pumice stone. After this the cylinder must be galvanized
with chrome, otherwise it would wear out too quickly . . . (as a result of
friction from foreign matter in the paper and in the ink pigments) ."

On more detail, then we can put this chapter to rest: the depth of the
recessed parts in the design thus "rocked" into the press cylinder isbet-
wean .060- .070 mm .

	

HR

OFFICIAL NOTICE

*** 1984 Dues Increase to $8 .00 (Members With U .S . Mailing Addresses)

*** 1984 TELL Will Be Issued Every Other Month

The Donor Auction has recaptured our savings safety margin . But, increased costs
and the lack of volunteers, especially in the area of TELL and contributions to it,
some changes are required if the health of our publication (and our Editor) is to
continue . The providing of the greatly improved TELL you have seen the past year,
and to do it on a month to month basis, is much more of a grind than is ment
for one person.

And, all estimates show for 1984, dues would need to be about $10 if it were
reasonable to continue at the pace we are going . (Increased page count of
TELL, more pictures in TELL, and inflation have all made major cost increases .)

Compromise has been achieved and approved by your Board of Directors . TELL ' s
number of pages will be increased but issued only every other month . Dues will
go to $8 .00 with $1 .00 additional for first time joiners or for reinstatements
to cover associated special mailings, the updating of our computer data base,
and other misc . one time cost items.

The membership has indicated that quality is the keynote . All actions by your
Directors is to help insure advancements in this regard.

Dale Eggen, AHPS President
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POSTMARKS
Here is the latest in Swiss

cancels . The October crop turned

out to be rather thin, but

includes some very lovely graphics.

Discontinued office : 5038 Obermuhen, as of Nov.1, 1983.
New offices : 8813 Horgen 3 Waldegg, as of Sept .29 . 1983.

Winterthur Gutschick (parcel acceptance only), as of Oct .24, 1983.
Renaming : 7002 Chur 2 Stadt into 7002 Chur 2 Postplatz, as of Sept .26, 1983.

8810 Horgen 2 Oberdorf into 8812 Horgen 2 Oberdorf, as of Sept .29, 83

8811 Horgenberg into 8815 Horgenberg, as of Sept .29, 1983.

8811 Hirzel into 8816 Hirzel, as of Sept .29, 1983.

NEW MAJOR FIND : The BBZ reports a sensational new

find . A 865 (Z J65) has been detected (50 years after

its issue :) with the under color inverted . It was
cancelled in Birmensdorf, technically there should

be another 99 floating around. 10 years earlier the
first of an inverted color was found in the same

series (J67) and remains till today priceless . 1933

marked the beginning of Corvoisier's involvement with
Swiss stamps, by printing this series in sheetfed

gravure, in two passes . I shaded for you the areas of

"white" spots not in their proper places in case you
want to check your hoards and see if you can improve

the current odds of 1 :4,750,000 . Good luck :

	

HR
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Here are a couple of comments

on the new issues to be released

on November 24, as expressed

by our Associate Editor:

Yes, Virginia, the PTT of Switzerland -- as predicted here a
couple of months ago -- is replacing the 2 Fr ., mirror-re-
versed Aletsch glacier/ Jungfrau - Virgo zodiac stamp, issued
as a "definitive" only nine months ago . As it so nicely says
in the obscurely worded, new issue announcement it is done
"because of the ensuing public reaction " to the Aletsch stamp.

It would have been nice to hear the PTT state the truth here,
such as "because of a big, fat goof by our administration,
undetected by anyone in our hierarchy, resulting in issuing
that stamp with reversed view ." But never minds politicians
and federal functionaries rarely are able to admit guilt or
failure ; and thus the public now gets an "Ersatz" value of a
different two francs mountain view which of course wrecks the
original cute tie-in of Jungfrau mountain and virgo/Jungfrau.
The new view, for cantonal/political reasons, also must come
from the Valais canton region, and thus we get the Schwarz-
see lake above Zermatt -- famous picnic and hiking spot with
a grandiose panoramic view.

For the philatelist this means two things : shelling out $1 .+
for each mint stamp, FDC, or such bought ; and the need of se-
curing, NOW, as long as it is still available, the wrongway
picture of the Aletsch. Getting a few in nicely used form
might not be a bad idea either because the now-to-be-with-
drawn stamp so far has seen very little use inasmuch as most
Swiss post offices still had and have ample supplies of the
previous 2 Fr. blue value of the architectural series . There-
fore, get off your you-know-what and fill those empty spaces
now before you will have to pay much more for the item.

The other issue for this date looks quite charming although
it comes close to duplicating some West German semipostal
sets of a few years ago : -- The four subjects : toy stove and
cooking gear ; rocking or hobby horse ; fancy doll, and
choo-choo toy train engine, are excellently executed by the artist

Georg Rimensberger, as well as enormously colorful . (Look for
missing colors -- it just MIGHT happen .).

And even more apt is the obvious relating of the four stamp
subjects to the surcharge-benefiting agency, the Pro Juven-
tute Foundation . -- There also is available the now tradi-
tional, golden-cover booklet with another picture of the
"horsie" and four booklet panes inside . That costs Fr .7 .80.

By the way : how many other Swiss Pro Juventute (orchildren's
fund) issues have depicted youth or youth activities? Look
through your album and be mildly amazed at the low numbers.

F . Ganz
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GOTTFRIED KELLER (on S 8106, Z J93), considered

by many as Switzerland ' s foremost lyric, novelist,

and poet . Born July 19, 1919 in Zürich and died

July 16, 1890, same place . After an early false
start as an artist painter with studies inMünich
he soon recognized his alter talents of writing.

His close ties with Germany and the refugees of
the then raging power struggles ( '40 ' s) led to
his first work of wide ranging political poems in
1846 . Alertly, realizing a dramatically changing
pattern of cultural and human behavior in this

transition period of the late romantic era and
the one of realism, the Canton Zürich endowed him

with a scholarship and send him off to Heidelberg

and Berlin for further studies . Published his
major work in 1854, "Der Grüne Heinrich", mainly an autobiography . In
1861 Keller took over the post of Secretary of State (Zürich), a job he

held for 16 years . His later writings which included "Die Leute von Seid-
wyla", "Zürcher Novellen", "Sieben Legenden", "Martin Salander" are
mostly staged in a provincial setting with plenty of sincere truth, humor
and satire fighting lots of hypocrisy and lies . -- If you look close, the
stamps shown technically speaking don't exist . They are from a run the
Swiss PTT thought they had destroyed totally as a necessity due to a ma-
jor goof. In this instance, Keller's birthday was erroneously set at 1818
(right margin) . Very few exist, estimated at 50-150 copies, since this

version never reached the counters and Zumstein Spezial says that they are
here with us thanks to (an indiscretion or greed - Ed .) a personality of
high status. The "Big Wheel" connection at work again, making for exciting

but very costly philatelic treasures . Estimated

value of the block above : $7000 presently :

HR
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balance of the stamp is not worth your
time or money.

Good old Erwin thinks that I am a nag

and nitpicker when it cones to prices

of stamps . Since I have paid handsome-

ly my initiation fees to Swiss philat-

ely I know better . He emphasizes and

reiterates that top quality is all

that counts and fully justifying what-

ever lofty heights Helvetia collecting

has reached these days . At the same

time he believes that American collec-

tors cave in too quickly at the sight

of a "bargain", like the following

example:

A typical U .S. bargain . What's wrong

with it? Corner perfs TL, TR, BL look

unnatural . Reconstituted perfs at top

and bottom . Small tear left margin,

visible only under very powerful mag-

nification . Re-backing and re-gum-
ming . In other words, aside from the

printing, the ink and some paper the

In the same line, I urge you to read

three articles published recently in

the American Philatelist . For those
of you who are not members of the APS

try to borrow the issues in question

from a friend or our library . They

are:

July 83, Fred Lesser : Why the

sudden flare-up in Swiss stamp attes-
tations?, pp .608-9.

August 83, Felix Ganz : False over-
prints of the League of Nations and

BIT stamps of Switzerland, pp .699-

701, 761.

October 63, H .L.Halle : The playground

of forgers, pp .889-896, 932 . One

illustration in this article out-

lines graphically how damaged perfs

are being reconstituted . Wonderful

article as a whole by the former

longtime president of the GPS .

	

1

New publication for the railway

enthusiast:

Kurt Seidel : Das Grosse Such der Furka-

Oberalp-Bahn. Mainz (W .Germany);

Dumjahn-Verlag, 1983 . 374 pages, with 90

color and 280 b&w photos, maps, blue-

prints, tables, etc ., etc . Price:
98 .- sFr. ($47.00) + shipping charges

of about $6.00, seamail.

The last word on the history,

development, difficulties, current
achievements, and whatever have you on the

railroad's being, past, present and
future .

	

FG

AHPS Midwestern States Meeting at 'Chicagopex '83

A total of ten people from Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan
-- AHPS members and guests -- met on Saturday, October 15,
to preview the new AHPS slide program on the "Strubel" is-
sues of Switzerland, 1854-1862 . Howard Bauman, AHPS slide
show chief, brought the brand-new program downlake in per-
son, and Bob Zeigler read the script of the yet to be re-
corded commentary . That gave several people a last-minute
chance to propose suggestions and improvements . Also on
hand were the 1984 Zumstein catalogues at the special A S
price (mailed from Chicago, they will cost members S7 .).

' Felix ''Ganz
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